Many diseases, normal decay and physiological functions are closely related to alterations in the metabolic rate of oxygen (MRO 2 ). In this study, we demonstrate that all the parameters for MRO 2 quantification can be simultaneously obtained by optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM). MRO 2 of the mouse ear under normothermia (31 ºC skin temperature) and controlled systematic hyperthermia (42 ºC skin temperature) was studied. As a result of hyperthermia, the MRO 2 increased by 34.1%. The tumor hypermetabolism was also demonstrated by longitudinally monitoring a melanoma growing on a mouse ear. The results show that OR-PAM, as a single noninvasive imaging modality, is well suited for quantitative MRO 2 measurement in microenvironments.
Introduction
Aerobic metabolism provides the primary energy demand of human body [1] . The efficiency of oxygen consumption reflects tissue viability and functionality. Many pathological and physiological functions are closely related to alterations of oxygen metabolism: examples include cancer [2, 3] , diabetes [4, 5] , Alzheimer's disease [6] , diabetes [7] , burns [8] , sleeping [9] , and physiologic challenges [10] . Therefore, an accurate measurement of MRO 2 has the potential to provide a powerful tool for diagnosis and therapy of cancer and other diseases as well as for metabolism-related pathophysiological studies.
The metabolic rate of oxygen (MRO 2 ) is the only parameter that directly reflects the rate of oxygen consumption of tissue. If the region of interest has well-defined feeding and draining vessels, we have [11] MRO 2 
Here, subscripts in and out denote feeding and draining vessels, respectively. ε is the oxygen binding capacity of hemoglobin and is usually taken as a constant (1.36 ml O 2 /gram hemoglobin) [1] . Hb C is the total hemoglobin concentration (in grams of hemoglobin/ml blood). We demonstrate that all the parameters for MRO 2 quantification can be simultaneously obtained by functional optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM). Specifically, the total hemoglobin concentration and oxygen saturation were measured using two-wavelength excitation [12] , blood flow velocity was estimated on the basis of photoacoustic Doppler bandwidth broadening [13, 14] , and the vessel cross-section and tissue weight was quantified from the structural PA image.
Materials and methods
The OR-PAM system used in this study is shown in Fig. 1 [12, [15] [16] [17] . Briefly, a tunable dye laser (CBR-D, Sirah) pumped by a Nd:YLF laser (INNOSAB, Edgewave, 523 nm) is used as the light source. The laser pulses pass through a 25-µm-diameter pinhole and get focused onto the surface of the mouse ear by a microscope objective lens (Olympus 4×, NA=0.1) with a pulse energy of ~100 nJ. The resulting ultrasonic signals are detected by a spherically focused ultrasonic transducer (V2012-BC, Panametrics-NDT), which is placed confocally with the objective. The detected PA signal is then amplified, digitized, and saved. A volumetric image is generated by recording the timeresolved PA signal (A-line) at each horizontal location of the two-dimensional raster scan. The motion controller provides the trigger signals for laser firing, data acquisition, and motor scanning. A transverse resolution of 5 µm and axial resolution of 15 µm are achieved with an penetration depth of more than 700 µm at 570 nm optical wavelength.
Figure 1. Schematics of optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM).
The ears of adult, 6-to 8-week-old nude mice (Hsd: Athymic Nude-Foxl NU , Harlan Co.; body weight: ~20 g) were used for all in vivo experiments because of the similarity to human skin and lack of motion artifacts [18] [19] [20] . Before data acquisition, the animal was anaesthetized by an intraperitoneal injection of 85% ketamine and 15% xylazine (100 µl/g body weight). The animals were kept stable by with a dental/hard palate fixture, and kept still by using a breathing anesthesia system (E-Z Anesthesia, Euthanex). All experimental animal procedures were carried out in conformity with the laboratory animal protocol approved by the Animal Studies Committee of School of Medicine at Washington University in St. Louis.
Results

Change in MRO 2 induced by systemic hyperthermia
Hyperthermia has been found effective in cancer treatment in clinical practice [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . As the first demonstration, we studied MRO 2 of the mouse ear under normothermia (31 ºC skin temperature, shown in Fig. 2 ) and controlled systemic hyperthermia (42 ºC skin temperature). The experimental results show that hyperthermia increased blood Fig. 3(A) ] and vessel diameter. This was caused by the increased heart beating rate and blood redistribution to the skin, which was helpful to accelerate the heat exchange with the environment. We also found that hyperthermia decreased the oxygen extraction fraction (OEF) [ Fig. 3(A) ]. Because there is a competition in oxygen delivery between oxygen diffusion across the capillary wall and oxygen transport by the blood plasma, increased flow speed shortens the diffusion time and thus decreases OEF [26] . As the net effect, hyperthermia increased the MRO 2 of the mouse ear by 34.1% (n = 3) [ Fig. 3(B) ]. The increased MRO 2 indicated an elevated oxygen consumption during hyperthermia [21] . These results show that, PAM, as a single noninvasive imaging modality, is intrinsically suitable for quantitative MRO 2 measurement in microenvironments. 
Change in MRO 2 induced by melanoma growth
As a second demonstration, we longitudinally monitor the MRO 2 of a growing melanoma in a mouse ear. Hemodynamics of the mouse ear after the melanoma cell injection were measured for three weeks. The longitudinally acquired PAM images clearly show vessel dilation around the injection position [ Fig. 4(A) ], which is critical to meet the increased nutrient demand by the fast tumor growth [27] . From the images acquired at 584 nm and 605 nm, the vasculature and melanoma were differentiated, and the tumor volume was estimated [ Fig. 4(A) ]. An increase in the oxygen saturation in the supporting vein was observed. This leads to a decrease in the total OEF of the tumor area. Calculated from the above parameters, the total O 2 consumption of the mouse ear increased by 27.3% within 21 days, from 0.11 µl/min to 0.14 µl/min. However, after normalization by the ear weight, we found that the MRO 2 increased by 13.0% from day 0 to day 14, and then decreased by 23.8% from day 14 to day 21. The MRO 2 decline may indicate the necrosis of the tumor core [28] , which did not consume oxygen but increase the tissue weight. 
Conclusions
In summary, functional optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) is the only imaging modality that is capable of measuring all the parameters that are required for MRO 2 quantification. PAM can potentially be used for various oxygen metabolism associated studies.
